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A: As you mentioned in your comment, you have registered the name "MyNameSpace" in
your project. So, if you want to use this package you should change that. When a pilot
engages a trainee, that student must complete the same training as a regular pilot. A pilot
must also complete the same training whether he/she is a pilot training, a flight instructor,
or a flight examiner. The pilot may be a trainee to a company or may be an airline pilot.
Many pilot training centers or schools operate a pilot training organization, which includes
two or more pilot training centers or schools located at different locations. At least one pilot
training school is located at each company facility. Each pilot training school is associated
with an aviation company, such as a major airline or a flight academy. Some companies
contract with two or more pilot training schools or centers, depending on the number of
employees to be trained. For example, FIG. 1 shows a pilot training organization 100 that
includes three pilot training centers or schools 102, 104, and 106. Pilot training center 102
is located at an airline facility 110, pilot training center 104 is located at an airline facility
120, and pilot training center 106 is located at an airline facility 130. Each airline facility is
associated with a company, such as company 102, company 104, and company 130. Some
companies contract with two or more pilot training schools or centers, depending on the
number of employees to be trained. Companies contract with pilot training schools or
centers based on the number of employees they expect to have to train. For example, a
company may contract with two pilot training schools or centers for two pilots or with three
pilot training schools or centers for a pilot and two flight instructors. In the pilot training
organization of FIG. 1, three pilot training centers are located at airline facilities 110, 120,
and 130, which are associated with companies 102, 104, and 130, respectively. During the
training period of a pilot, each pilot training school or center provides a training program
for the pilot. Pilots from different pilot training centers or schools are supposed to receive
the same training. However, with a large number of employees to be trained, this becomes
difficult. Some pilot training schools or centers are located far away from the airline
facilities. This can cause a problem when an employee is to be trained because of the
distance and time it takes to reach a training center. Therefore, there exists a need for
methods and systems for facilitating the training of pilots./* -------------------------------------------------
--------------- f988f36e3a
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